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Abstract—Design concepts of real-time embedded system can be realized initially by introducing novel design approaches. In this literature, model based design approach and in-the-loop testing were employed early in the conceptual and preliminary phase to formulate design requirements and perform quick real-time verification. The design and analysis methodology includes simulation analysis, model based testing, and in-the-loop testing. The design of conceptual drive-by-wire, or DBW, algorithm for electronic control unit, or ECU, was presented to demonstrate the conceptual design process, analysis, and functionality evaluation. The concepts of DBW ECU function can be implemented in the vehicle system to improve electric vehicle, or EV, conversion drivability. However, within a new development process, conceptual ECU functions and parameters are needed to be evaluated. As a result, the testing system was employed to support conceptual DBW ECU functions evaluation. For the current setup, the system components were consisted of actual DBW ECU hardware, electric vehicle models, and control area network or CAN protocol. The vehicle models and CAN bus interface were both implemented as real-time applications where ECU and CAN protocol functionality were verified according to the design requirements. The proposed system could potentially benefit in performing rapid real-time analysis of design parameters for conceptual system or software algorithm development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An embedded system is a self-contain computer hardware and software module, which contains input, data processing and output components. It is designed to perform specific functions. Often, the embedded system is required to work in real-time manner where the executed time is specified. Real-time deadline can be fast or slow depend upon system functionality for a design requirement [12]-[16]. Once a product design is assigned, its design architecture is structurally planned to accommodate the design intent or customer need. Architecting involves selecting the process, identifying parameters, defining interface, performing feasibility analysis and formulate requirements [19], [20]. The design phases of real-time embedded system include conceptual design, preliminary design, critical design, production, and operation or maintenance phases [12], [18]. The well-known design architecture for a product contained a safety critical embedded system is called v-model process as presented in Fig. 1 [12]. This type of design architecture is normally founded in automotive control system development. In current literature, both the conceptual and preliminary design phases of this design process are emphasized.

II. MODIFIED V-MODEL FOR CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

In this literature, model based design approach and in-the-loop test were proposed as design architecture to accommodate v-model process in conceptual and primary design phases as shown in Fig. 2 for the safety critical system. The design of drive-by-wire ECU for electric vehicle conversion was chosen as a case study to demonstrate how proposed methodology can be employed. As a result, design requirement and objective were both defined in concepts and rapid real-time verification can be performed at early stage of the design process. Advantage and some trade-off are also
discussed for implementation of the proposed design architecture.

III. DESIGN BACKGROUND

Substitution of internal combustion engine parts with electric power train components (such as an electric motor, an inverter, and batteries) could alter the vehicle system characteristics significantly. This alteration could result in poor EV conversion performance or could cause safety and a reliability issue after the conversion is completed. As a result, drive-by-wire or DBW ECU is proposed to be implemented within electric vehicle or EV conversion system to synchronize EV propulsion dynamics and existing vehicle characteristics [8]. In addition, DBW functionality can be employed to improve EV drivability by providing power demand to the electric motor drive according to the driver preference. However, installation of the DBW ECU without appropriate evaluation could induce such system failures or component malfunctions due to unpredicted behaviors during actual driving situations. Therefore, during the initial development process, ECU functions are needed to be evaluated for the design requirements and safety beforehand [6], [10]. In addition, the real-time test system could be applied to predict electric vehicle conversion performance [2], [4].

In current DBW ECU development as shown in Fig. 3, DBW software functions were developed by mean of model-based design approach. Embedded ECU parameters and its CAN communication protocol were also determined. Then, the DBW functions were evaluated with simulation in virtual vehicle environment. For requirement-based test of the conceptual DBW ECU, real-time vehicle dynamics model was employed to evaluate the DBW ECU functionality and its network communication. In this case, conceptual ECU can be implemented and tested in the without the present of the actual EV prototype. The test system can also be implemented early where low fidelity requirement is required for initial evaluation of new ECU concepts. Furthermore, ECU parameters can be simultaneously adjusted by mean of the model-based development process.

IV. CONCEPTUAL DRIVE-BY-WIRE FUNCTIONS

The main function of conceptual drive-by-wire ECU developed by [8] is to determine power demand from the driver, through vehicle supervisory control ECU, based on the pedal ratio in percentage as shown in Fig. 4. As a result, torque setpoints or command for motor drive is calculated from the ratio power demand to motor speed. The command then is sent to the motor drive unit and updated on control area network or CAN bus with specified protocol configuration. The details of input and output commands for the ECU are presented in Fig. 5.
Torque setpoints for all motor drive are determined from the power requested by the driver pressing on the pedal. Based on driver’s preference or judgment, the vehicle could be handled in different road or traffic conditions. In order to meet driving demand shown in Fig. 6, adequate torque setpoints are required. Moreover, the driving modes introduced earlier need to be incorporated in the software function of the drive-by-wire ECU. In this initial development, linear conversion of power to torque command in Fig. 7 and driving schedule operation are defined and implemented in the software function. For simplicity purpose, power demand by the driver is linearly calibrated with accelerator pedal position ratio where full pressing on the pedal or one hundred percent pedal ratio is equivalent to the maximum demand for EV driving. This concept can be used as the basis for more complicated and optimized power demand algorithm, such as calibration with production pedal feel. Torque command \( T \) is calculated by dividing the power demand \( P \) with motor speed \( \omega \) obtained from CAN bus. For vehicle reversing and decelerating operation, the torque command is defined as negative values.

\[
F_{te} = F_{rr} + F_{ad} + F_{la} + F_{hc} + F_{wo}
\]  

(1)

The electric motor is installed to replace the internal combustion engine or ICE in providing the torque to drive the wheels with the efficiency of approximately 90 percent. Traction model is divided into two phases due to the motor traction characteristics. The electric motor is operated at a maximum torque at low speed and then the torque value is declined with constant motor power. The point where the torque characteristic starts to change is known as motor critical speed.

V. EV CONVERSION MODELING

Virtual EV conversion modeling employed in the current test was mainly based on physical based models where all mathematical models for EV dynamic system were generated from engineering principles and theories [4]. The core models are consisted of electric vehicle traction, motor, battery, and EV power flow models. Some model parameters, such as motor efficiencies and vehicle moment of inertia, were reasonably estimated.

For EV traction modeling, forces acting on the vehicle governed the traction equation as seen in Fig. 8. Those forces comprised of tractive force \( F_{te} \), rolling resistance force \( F_{rr} \), aerodynamic force \( F_{ad} \), lateral acceleration force \( F_{la} \), wheel acceleration force \( F_{wo} \), and hill climbing force \( F_{hc} \) or the component force of vehicle weight.

The relation is shown in (1) where traction needs to overcome the load is equal to five other forces;

\[
F_{te} = F_{rr} + F_{ad} + F_{la} + F_{hc} + F_{wo}
\]  

(1)

The electric motor is installed to replace the internal combustion engine or ICE in providing the torque to drive the wheels with the efficiency of approximately 90 percent. Traction model is divided into two phases due to the motor traction characteristics. The electric motor is operated at a maximum torque at low speed and then the torque value is declined with constant motor power. The point where the torque characteristic starts to change is known as motor critical speed.
voltage is known to be constant until 80 percent depth of discharge (DOD).

As shown in Fig. 9, the schematic diagram represents power flow model, which is transient forward facing type, to represent power flow within the EV system [4]. This particular modeling method is preferred for low fidelity model based simulation and testing since it can reduce complexity and errors within the test process.

VI. MODEL BASED SOFTWARE FUNCTION TEST

Evaluation of drive-by-wire software requirement can be performed at the early design stage by mean of simulation method. Mathematical models of the ECU function model, a vehicle dynamic model, and related components were integrated as shown in Fig. 10. The detail of EV conversion components system modeling and drive-by-wire function models are explained in details by [8]. The integration of models allows the system to be simulated and evaluate the requirement early on [1], [3], [10]. Mathwork/Simulink was chosen to build the drive-by-wire function models due to its versatility in modeling under visual environment [1], [3]. Simulation analysis was performed to evaluate the drive-by-wire functions against the design requirement. The DBW design requirement in this case is to produce torque command for the EV motor drive. DBW functional analysis can be further realized by examination of EV response based on the driving test profile.

VII. SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF CONCEPTS

After the models were constructed, simulation then could be performed. EV driving was simulated for all parking, driving, and reversing driving schedules as shown in Fig. 11. Torque commands generated from each driving schedule were observed. As a result, design requirement of the DBW function was met where torque commands could be produced within quadrants drive for electric propulsion.

By inserting the driving test profile as the input pattern in the simulation, vehicle velocity transient, torque dynamics, and power demand from driver were obtained. As shown in Fig. 12. Vehicle velocity was seen gradually increase even in full press duration since converted EV carries such heavy battery packs and other components. Motor torque could be seen to follow the driving pattern as expected. In addition, power demand values shown in Fig. 12 were increased according to valid DBW functions design.

VIII. ECU HARDWARE FUNCTION TEST

In the current development, the implemented hardware and software components were consisted of real DBW ECU hardware, virtual vehicle dynamics models, and vehicle network protocol or CAN protocol. The details of HIL system specifications and CAN hardware are listed in Table I.
TABLE I
DETAILS OF TEST SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components Speciation</th>
<th>Real-time Rapid Prototyping Board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>drive-by-wire ECU</td>
<td>CPU: ARM Cortex-M4 32 bits 168 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAM: 8 Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vehicle dynamic and driving profile real-time applications</td>
<td>CPU: ARM Cortex-M4 32 bits 168 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAM: 8 Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real-time platform</td>
<td>Mathwork/Simulink real-time workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPU: ARM Cortex-M4 32 bits 168 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAM: 8 Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>physical connection</td>
<td>CAN: DB9 connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power supply</td>
<td>12V terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protocol sampling time</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MHz = megahertz, Mb = megabytes, kbaud = kilobaud, V = volt, ms = millisecond

The current test system is affordable and capable of handling low fidelity virtual environmental models (vehicle dynamics, supervisory) as shown in Fig. 13. The test system is similar to Lab-Car test system proposed by [5] which is comprised with close loop testing capability. By applying rest-bust simulation, driving test profile model could be inserted in CAN bus communication. The actual hardware DBW ECU (the block with solid color) is interfaced to virtual environment models though CAN bus interface. Motor efficiency models and vehicle dynamic models receive torque command to determine torque value for EV driveline, and calculated vehicle velocity. The motor speed signal was fed back into the actual DBW ECU. All virtual environment models, including real-time blocks, were built using Mathwork/Simulink program.

The real-time environment models consist of the vehicle dynamic model, and the driving profile model as shown in Fig. 15. Models were downloaded into each processor board as real-time applications. The actual DBW ECU was connected within the test loop. In real EV operation, fault tolerant protocol of DBW ECU was managed by the supervisory control ECU where supervisory ECU would monitor the lost DBW ECU signals. When that situation is occurred, supervisory ECU would activate EV limp-home (emergency safety driving) mode instantaneously.

The actual components setup is shown in Fig. 14. The setup test for the DBW ECU consisted of software and hardware components, which were interfaced with PC contained Simulink real-time workshop module. The DBW ECU and real-time application hardware interface were connected by CAN bus interface cables and connectors.

IX. ECU FUNCTION TEST ANALYSIS

The EV models and the CAN bus protocol were both implemented as real-time application where ECU parameters and CAN messages could be monitored and evaluated according to requirements for drive-by-wire ECU. The ECU requirements are similar to those found in model-based software evaluation where the implemented ECU is required to produce torque command for the EV electric propulsion system. The DBW ECU performance was also evaluated by examining the vehicle velocity response to driver command as shown in Fig. 16.

The driving profile chosen consisted of periods of no press on the pedal, partial press on the pedal, full press on the pedal,
hard press/depress the pedals and partial release on the pedal, and then complete release on the pedal. The total driving period was 60 seconds.

Based on the driving profile, the test results indicated that power demand (Fig. 17) rose and fluctuated during the hard press/depress period then declined as the pedal was depressed, consistent with the driving pattern. As for the torque-speed curve, torque command required for the motor drive was observed where torque setpoints produced by DBW ECU rose instantaneously within torque limit of 145 Nm. as shown in Fig. 18. The torque command values were also fluctuated as well during transient period, and then declined as the accelerator pedal was depressed. This torque characteristic ensured that DBW ECU can provide torque command for motor drive upon the driver request.

In addition, EV performance could be also predicted with the current DBW ECU implementation. The vehicle velocity in Fig. 19 shows that converted EV could accelerate from 0 to 100 km/hr within 26.83 seconds. This sluggish acceleration behavior is caused by the high payload of EV conversion, approximately 1.7 tons in gross vehicle weight. Therefore, future development in reducing the electric vehicle conversion weight is considered to improve the performance. On the other hand, this hypothetical EV could produce maximum speed as much as 147 km/hr for this particular driving pattern.

Thus, the design architecture enabled conceptual development to become more affordable for initial design phase. The design feasibility and analysis could be performed early to verify whether basic requirements are met. Also, design decision can be made to adjust or terminate at this point by mean of evaluation or analysis. Nevertheless, when critical design phase or more complex ECUs are expected [22], [24], design verification must be conducted with the full test system of hardware in-the-loop (HIL) configuration [23]. Implementation of HIL system would require high performance computing capability and various hardware inputs and outputs or I/O ports [6], [10]. The standard testing methodology is also needed for the real ECU production and the actual prototype is also required to validate the ECU functionality and reliability [9], [11]. Design dependability or fail-safe test for safety critical system, such as fault tolerance or redundant test, are suited with HIL configuration or laboratory bench test [21], [24]. The test facility would require
higher cost to build depending on functional complexity of system and functionality.

X. CONCLUSIONS

The design process of conceptual real-time embedded system can be improved by implementing model based design and in-the-loop test approaches. The design requirement can be verified early and quick real-time simulation and analysis can be performed. Design feasibility and evaluation may be employed at this early stage. The conceptual design of drive-by-wire ECU for electric vehicle conversion demonstrated the advantage for initial proofing of ECU concepts. Model based design approach, in-the-loop testing, and real-time testing were employed to ensure that the conceptual DBW functions and algorithm met the initial design requirement. The proposed practice and analysis illustrate potential benefits in conceptual design and evaluation of system functionalities.
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